BRIDGE PLANS

ROUTE: S.R. 265 EXIT RAMP "IR-3" OVER CSX & PORT OF INDIANA RAILROAD: R.P. 9+38

PROJECT NO. 0810244 P.E.
PROJECT NO. 0810244 R/W
PROJECT NO. 0810244 CONST.

CONSTRUCTION OF THE S.R. 265 EXIT RAMP "IR-3" OVER CSX RAILROAD AND PORT OF INDIANA RAILROAD LOCATED IN ILLINOIS GRANT, SURVEY 23, 24, 35, 36, UTICA TOWNSHIP, CLARK COUNTY, INDIANA

LOCATION MAP
CLARK COUNTY, INDIANA

NOTE: FOR INDEX OF SHEET NO.'S & TRAFFIC DATA SEE INDEX SHEET DWG. NO. IX-01.
BEGIN PAVING EXCEPTION STA. 313+55.99 "IR-3" BRIDGE IB-4 (SEE DES NO. 0900240)

EXISTING GROUND ALONG RAMP "IR-3"

PROFILE GRADE ALONG RAMP "IR-3"

END PAVING EXCEPTION STA. 316+05.00 "IR-3" BRIDGE IB-4 (SEE DES NO. 0900240)

GRADE OF SPECIAL 4' BOTTOM DITCH LT. (PLOTTED @ DATUM)

GR END TREATMENT, TYPE 0S, RT.
GR TRANSITION, TYPE TGB, RT.

GR END TREATMENT, TYPE 0S, LT.
GR TRANSITION, TYPE TGB, LT.

TYPE TGB, RT.
GR TRANSITION,

GUARDRAIL, RT. 200.00 L.F. W-BEAM GUARDRAIL, RT.

CURVED END TERMINAL

P.V.I. STA. = 309+10.00 ELEV. = 558.14 +0.47% L.V.C. = 180.00'

P.V.I. STA. = 314+50.00 ELEV. = 569.69 +2.14% L.V.C. = 770.00'

137.50 L.F. W-BEAM GUARDRAIL, LT.

FOR INFORMATION ONLY